Abstract-Based on the previous research, a virtual network mapping algorithm with repeatable embedding over substrate nodes is summarized, in which, the virtual nodes in the same virtual network may be assigned to the same substrate node so that some virtual links don't need to be mapped to reduce the substrate link costs and improve the mapping effectively. Additionally, in the link mapping process, path splitting is introduced to make best use of some low bandwidth to make more virtual networks mapped, which is similar to the multi-commodity flow problem. Meanwhile, we classify the virtual network requests before mapping, map the virtual networks without link splitting request firstly and assign those with it secondly. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm and the improved scheme perform better in mapping percentage, acceptance percentage and revenue.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet has been a great success in the past few decades and has provided a whole new way to access and exchange information. Indeed, as the main server of communication and information in modern time, it plays a critical role in work, business, education, entertainment, and other aspects of society. However, the internet is also a victim of its own success because its size and scope make the introduction and deployments of new network technologies and services very difficult [1] . Specifically, due to the multi-provider nature of the Internet, adopting a new network architecture or modification of an existing one requires not only changes in individual routers and hosts, but also joint agreements among IPSs. In fact, the Internet can be considered to be suffering from "ossification" [1, 2] , a condition where technical and technological innovation meets natural resistance.
Network virtualization provides a promising way to address the ossification of the Internet and it has recently received a considerable amount of attention in both academia and various fields of industry as an important method for designing the Internet architecture of the future [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The concept of network virtualization has been proposed as a potential solution for diversifying the future Internet architecture into separate Virtual Networks (VN), which can simultaneously support network experiments, services and architectures over a shared substrate network [2, 7, 8] . A VN is a group of virtual nodes connected by virtual links.
One of the fundamental functions of network virtualization is the mapping or assigning of substrate network resources to individual virtual nodes and links. The set of virtual nodes and virtual links of VNs should be mapped to a specific set of substrate nodes and substrate paths, respectively. A substrate path is a logical path between two substrate nodes which may be a single substrate link or a sequence of substrate links. As shown in figure 1, multiple VNs may share the same underlying physical network.
The main objective in solving the virtual network mapping problem is to make efficient use of the underlying resource, while still satisfying the set of previously defined mapping constraints (e.g. topology constraints, bandwidth, CPU capacity). A virtual network mapping algorithm should be able to handle online requests which arrive dynamically and also offer admission control, since some VN requests must be rejected or postponed to avoid violating the resource guarantees of the existing virtual network [11] . Additionally, it is very important as quickly as possible to map the VN because VN mapping is only a sub function of network virtualization, which may contain many other functional processes building on the VN mapping. A faster mapping algorithm guarantees the success of other processes in network virtualization. In this work, based on previous research in the field of VN mapping, we summarize a general mapping algorithm as the basis of all other advanced algorithms. Due to the weaknesses in link mapping, we advocate a developed algorithm based on the K-shortest path, which searches the K-shortest path for increasing K, and stops the search if one with enough bandwidth capacity is found. The search process enhances the percentage of link mapping effectively. Up to now all mapping algorithms support that virtual nodes share substrate nodes, and that a substrate node may receive multiple virtual node requests, but virtual nodes in the same VN must be mapped to different substrate nodes. In fact, it is unnecessary unless there is geographical constraint. In this paper, we propose a new mapping algorithm supporting repeatable mapping over substrate nodes, in which multiple virtual nodes in the same virtual network can be mapped to the same node in the substrate network if the resource capacity is sufficient. Meanwhile, we classify the virtual network requests before mapping, map the virtual networks without link splitting request firstly and assign those with it secondly. That not only cuts down some virtual link mapping processes and reduces the mapping time, but also saves the substrate link cost and allows more virtual networks to be mapped. Our simulation experiments show that the new algorithm is much better in mapping percentage and revenue.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discussed the related work and section 3 presents the network model and formalizes the VN assignment problem. VN mapping algorithms are given in Section 4. In section 5, we evaluate the performance of the proposed mapping approach in different network settings and conclude the paper in section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
VN mapping or embedding is a key area of research in the network virtualization [2, 20] . In order to maximum the number of co-existing VNs it is very important to determine how to map a VN request onto the physical network. But the mapping problem, with constraints on nodes and links, can be reduced to the NP-hard problem even when all requests are known in advance [2, 20] .
The VN mapping problem shares similarities with the virtual circuit routing and virtual private network (VPN) design problems. All of them involve finding paths for source/destination pairs. In both the routing and VPN design problem, locations of source/destination pairs that need to be connected are given as input parameters. In network virtualization, however, the mapping between the VN and the substrate network could be arbitrary, and this extra degree of freedom increases the complexity of the problem. Furthermore, in VPN design as well as the static routing problem, only link utilizations are considered, while in the problem of VN assignment we could consider the mapping of both nodes and links.
Previous research has proposed many approaches solving the VN mapping problem from different perspectives [8-15, 18, 19] . Reference [8] studied the problem of determining dynamic topology reconfiguration for service overlay networks with dynamic communication requirement, and the ideal goal was to find the optimal reconfiguration policies that could minimize the potential overall cost of using an overlay. A solver for the network testbed mapping problem, building on simulated annealing, was explored in [9] , which was in production use on the Netbed shared network testbed. In [11] and [15] , the authors proposed heuristic greedy algorithms to maintain low and balanced stress among all substrate nodes and links during the VN assignment process. The overall objective was to achieve a near optimal VN mapping solution. In [11] , virtual link embedding was simplified by allowing the substrate network to split a virtual link over multiple substrate paths. Besides, the multi-agent based approach was introduced to ensure distributed negotiation and synchronization between the substrate nodes [12] . Authors in [10] solved the VN mapping problem by introducing the traffic model, which involved selecting a network topology comprising virtual links and virtual routers, where the links were provisioned with sufficient capacity to accommodate any traffic pattern permitted by the given constraints. In addition, the integer and mixed integer programming approaches were applied to the VN assignment problem [14] . In [13] , authors proposed a backtracking algorithm based on a subgraph isomorphism search method that mapped nodes and links during the same stage. In fact, the algorithm in [13] only found a feasible solution, which might not be the optimal solution because the search process didn't build on the heuristic idea.
All the previous mapping algorithms assigned the virtual nodes in the same VN onto different substrate nodes while the virtual nodes from different VNs were allowed to be assigned to the same substrate node if the constraint was satisfied. In fact, it is unnecessary to limit the nodes in the same VN to be mapped into different nodes unless there is the location constraint. In our work, we present a new mapping algorithm allowing the repeatable assignment over the substrate nodes even in the same VN mapping process. 
Ⅲ. NETWORK MODEL AND MAPPING PROBLEM FORMULATION

Virtual Network Model
Customers should send requests to the substrate provider to set up on-demand VN topologies with different capacity parameters over the shared substrate. We denote a virtual network request by a weighted undirected graph ( , ) Fig.2 depicts two VN requests, where the numbers over the links represent the required bandwidths and the rectangles are the required CPU resources at the nodes.
Additionally, each VN request has an arrival time and a life time. The arrival time is the time a VN request should be mapped onto the substrate network and the life time denotes the time period a VN could last on the substrate network. When the life time of VN is over, the substrate resource occupied by the corresponding VN would be released so that other VN requests can be assigned. Therefore, VN mapping is a dynamic process.
Mapping Problem Formulation
Based on the substrate and VN model, the challenge is to find the best mapping between the virtual graph v G and substrate graph s G so that the required resources in v G can be satisfied. The mapping is defined as follows: 
RC v refers to the residual resources of substrate node s v and can be defined as:
2) Link Mapping: Each virtual link must be mapped onto a substrate path which connects two substrate nodes corresponding to two virtual nodes connected by the virtual link. Link mapping can be denoted as :
, 
Objectives
From the substrate network provider's point of view, the main interest of VN mapping is to assign VN requests as much as possible at the minimum cost. Since VN mapping is the foundation of network virtualization, the time the VN mapping process takes is a key factor impacting virtualization, and the faster mapping algorithm is preferred.
To measure the VN mapping revenue, as in previous research, we denote the revenue of serving the VN request ( ) v G t at time t by ( ( )) v R G t , which is defined as:
Here, ( ) v R G t is, the more virtual resource is mapped, and the larger revenue the substrate providers achieve. However, during a long period, VN request assignment is a dynamic process. We introduce the long-term average revenue / R T to measure the mean revenue in the long period, which is defined as:
In addition, with the same revenue, the mapping at the lower cost is more qualitative. To express the quality of VN mapping, we introduce the revenue-to-cost ratio / R C defined as:
Here,
Cost G denotes the cost mapping VN request v G , and is given as following:
where, 
Ⅳ. VIRTUAL NETWORK MAPPING ALGORITHMS
A. Basic Mapping Algorithm
Most mapping algorithms use greedy approaches in two stages, solving the node mapping in the first stage and doing the link mapping in the second one. The motive of the greedy idea is to map the VN to the substrate nodes and links with the maximum substrate resources so as to minimize the use of the resources at the bottleneck nodes/links. In this paper, we use the basic VN assignment scheme in [15] as a building block for all other advanced algorithms. In the node mapping stage, we select the maximum available resource node in substrate network first. Note that for a substrate node s v , we do not use CPU capacity alone as the metric, because we not only want to make sure that there is enough CPU capacity available, but also take bandwidth capacity into consideration to prepare for the subsequence link mapping stage. Therefore, we define the amount of available resources for a substrate node s v by: The intuition behind this is that virtual nodes with higher degree will setup more virtual links. All of these virtual links will go through some of the substrate link in the neighborhood of the corresponding substrate node. Therefore, the above matching tends to reduce the congestion and enhance the success of mapping.
After all virtual nodes are mapped, we need to map the virtual links using the shortest-path algorithm [16] to select the path between corresponding substrate nodes. The basic algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. 
Assign nodes in
A V to virtual nodes so that virtual nodes with higher degree are mapped to substrate nodes with higher AR.
Find the shortest-path for all virtual links.
B. Link Mapping Based on K-shortest Path
In basic algorithm, to reduce the substrate link cost, link mapping is built on the shortest path algorithm. However, the shortest path selected in step 5 may not meet the required bandwidth capacity of the virtual link, which may lead to VN mapping failure. To improve the percentage of link mapping, the K-shortest path algorithm [16] is introduced to map the virtual links. For each virtual link of VN request, we search the K-shortest paths for increasing K, and stop the search when we find one with enough bandwidth capacity to map the corresponding virtual link. Thus, link mapping is efficiently improved so that the percentage of VN successful assignment can be enhanced. The developed algorithm [21] based on K-shortest path is described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 VN mapping algorithm based on K-shortest path
1.
Initial
Assign nodes in
For each virtual link of the request, search the K-shortest path for
increasing K until a path with enough bandwidth capacity is found and K reset to 1.
C. Repeatable Mapping over Substrate Nodes
Up to now, all VN mapping algorithms restrict each virtual node in the same VN to a different substrate node, but allow the virtual nodes in different VNs to be mapped to the same substrate node. In fact, it is unnecessary to restrict the nodes in the same VN to be mapped to the different substrate nodes unless there is a requirement of geographical location for the corresponding virtual nodes. Furthermore, the algorithm with the repeatable mapping over substrate nodes need not map the virtual links between the corresponding virtual nodes because the communication bandwidth in the substrate node can be considered as infinity.
In this subsection, a new mapping algorithm [21] is proposed to support repeatable mapping on the substrate nodes no matter whether the virtual nodes are in same VN or not. To reduce the substrate links cost, we map the virtual nodes in the same VN to the same substrate nodes as far as possible and make the virtual nodes with higher required resource be mapped to the substrate nodes with larger AR (defined in equation (6)). We introduce the aggregating resource of virtual nodes to denote the required resource combining the CPU capacity and bandwidth of virtual links going through the corresponding virtual node. The aggregating resource of virtual node v v is defined as follows:
During the link mapping stage, based on the K-shortest path algorithm, we only map the virtual links between the virtual nodes mapped to the different substrate nodes. The detail description of the algorithm is given in Algorithm 3. 
D. Path Splitting Based on Sort Preprocessing
In practice, some virtual network link to allow diversion request is marked as SVN (Splitting VN); while some restrictions due to the application request to the virtual network is not allowed to link diversion, marked UVN (Un-splitting VN). In general, the link resources are relatively scarce or sporadic cases, UVN mapping is more difficult compared to SVN. So, when a large number of simultaneous requests VN mapping, the first classification of the VN request, the first mapping UVN request, the request after mapping SVN, you can ensure that physical resources are relatively abundant UVN in the case of the map. SVN request because the link can take advantage of scattered resources, so after receiving a request UVN, the physical network can still receive requests for SVN. Thus, by request of the classification VN, VN can effectively improve the rate of acceptance. The algorithm is described as algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 VN mapping algorithm with sort preprocessing 1.
For time t, the requests of VN are classified into UVN collection and SVN collection; 2.
For each request of UVN, algorithm 2 is executed;
3.
For each request of SVN, algorithm 3 is executed.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We have implemented a discrete event simulator in JAVA platform to evaluate the performance of our algorithms. The actual characteristics of substrate and virtual network are not well understood since network virtualization is still an open field. Therefore, similar to [11] , we utilize a synthetic network to study the trends and quantify the benefits of repeatable mapping over substrate nodes. In this section, we evaluate the performance of the above mapping algorithms in different simulation settings. We first observe the performance affected by VN settings, and then present the evaluation results in the condition that a large number of VNs arrive and leave. Finally, we present the advantages of the strategy which utilizes node repeatable mapping in the case of path-splitting.
A. Effects of Virtual Network Settings 1)
Simulation Settings This experiment focuses on the performance of algorithms affected by the single VN settings, such as VN size, required resource and connectivity. Due to the low percentage of link mapping in the basic algorithm, we cannot clearly get the mapping performance in the single VN mapping process. In this experiment, we only compare the performance of the algorithm based on Kshortest path and algorithm with repeatable mapping over substrate nodes.
Substrate network topology is generated by the GT-ITM tool [17] and consists of 100 nodes and 495 links, which corresponds to the scale of a medium-sized ISP. The CPU capacity of nodes and bandwidth of the links follow a uniform distribution from 0 to 100 units. The VN resources including both CPU and bandwidth follow a uniform distribution from 0 to β units, and β is determined by the concrete settings.
α and δ are set to 1. To reduce the effects of random factor, 100 VNs are generated in each setting, and we evaluate the average performance measured by revenue-cost ratio (R/C-ratio, defined in equation (4)) and runtime. The larger the R/C-ratio is, the better the algorithm is. In the algorithm based on K-shortest path, the R/C-ratio is less than or equals to 1, but may be more than 1 for the algorithm with repeatable mapping over substrate nodes.
2) Effects of VN Split Radio
In this sub experiment, the bandwidth capacity of virtual links follows a uniform from 0 to 10, i.e. β =10.
The connectivity of VN (i.e. probability that there is a virtual link between a pair of virtual nodes) is fixed at 0.5. The size of VN is set to 10, and each size includes 100 VNs. The relation between VN request acceptance Radio and VN split radio is shown in Fig.3 , where split denotes the algorithm based on K-shortest path, and NodeRep denotes algorithm with repeatable mapping over the substrate nodes. Figure 3 . VN split radio vs. acceptance radio
3) Effects of VN Required Resources
We are interested in the algorithm performance influenced by the VN required resources including CPU capacity and bandwidth. In this sub experiment, VN size is fixed to 10, and the connectivity is set to 0.5 again. We increase 1 β (upper limit of VN resources) from 10 to 100
and generate 100 VNs for each 1 β value and evaluate the average performance. In Fig.5 , the benefit of NodeRep is weakened with the increasing 1 β . The ratio of NodeRep is the same times as that of Kshort with 1 β =10. As 1 β increases, CPU capacities are increased so that the probability of repeatable mapping over the substrate nodes declines. So the trend of decrease is the same as the three algorithms. We increase 2 β (upper limit of link resources) from 10 to 100 and generate 100 VNs for each 2 β value and evaluate the average performance. 
4) Effects of VN Connectivity
This sub experiment focuses on the performances influenced by VN connectivity. The VN size is fixed to 10, and we evaluate the performances with VN connectivity increasing from 0.1 to 1 in two cases that 2 β =15 and 2 β =30, which 1 β is fix to 10. 
Dynamic Evaluation
1) Simulation Settings
In this experiment, we study the performances of 3 algorithms in the case that a large number of VN requests arrive and leave as the time windows are going. The substrate network is the same as that in section 5.1, consisting of 100 nodes and 495 links. CPU capacities and bandwidth follow a uniform distribution from 0 to 100. VN size is uniformly distributed from 2 to 10. The average VN connectivity is fixed to 0.5. VN requests arrive in a Poisson process with an average rate of 5 VNs per 10 time windows, and each one has an exponentially distributed lifetime with an average of μ =100 time windows. We run all of our simulations for 5000 time windows, which correspond to about 2500 requests on average in one instance of simulation.
2) Evaluation Results
We use several performance metrics for evaluation purposes, including the VN request acceptance ratio, R/Cratio and average revenue over time (defined in equation (3)). We denote the basic algorithm in subsection 4.1 as Base here. Fig. 9 we can see that the scheme of repeatable mapping over substrate nodes and link mapping based on K-shortest path improves the percentage of VN mapping effectively. In Fig.10 , with β =10, NodeRep algorithm performs much better, and Kshort has slightly larger R/C-ratio than Base. However, with β =30, Base algorithm has the best performance in R/C-ratio because larger β leads to the smaller probability of repeatable mapping over nodes in NodeRep algorithm, so the link cost would increase. However, Base algorithm selects the shortest path to map the virtual link so that the link cost is the lowest, which leads to a high R/C-ratio. In fact, R/C-ratio may hide the performance of mapping percentage. Base algorithm has a low percentage of VN mapping, but performs best in R/C-ratio with β =30. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Network virtualization has been proposed as a promising way to overcome the current ossification of the Internet by allowing heterogeneous VNs to coexist on a shared substrate network. A major challenge in network virtualization is the VN mapping problem that deals with efficient assignment of virtual nodes and links onto the substrate network resources. This paper introduces the several mapping algorithms firstly. Then, by relaxing the restraint on the node mapping, we propose a new mapping algorithm allowing sort preprocessing before VN to be mapped to a substrate node, if CPU capacity is sufficient. This scheme not only saves much time in selecting nodes, but also effectively reduces the substrate link cost to allow more VNs to be assigned. Our simulations show that new algorithm performs much better in the metrics of mapping percentage, runtime and VN revenue. 
